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Tele root word membean

a- →, towards the bat → beat, beat and → used for spelling and pronunciation The idea here is to beat towards or hammer towards the ground; so when something is beaten or pounded, it subsides or is reduced, even if it does not leave completely immediately. Click on a link to open the tree. Highlighted roots occur more frequently. -the characteristics of acacia of acr strong,
passionate, fierce act drive, make -acy state to be something sharp, passionate, aim to, to add attack, add, give to - had what or person made by a certain process - ado possess a quality ad- a, towards the atmosphere, perceive influenced influence, strongly shifted af- to - age to do something - agog age state that brings , drawing on a struggle of competition, competition, a field
of conflict, an ad do, to act, to drive ag- towards high-quality pain all the others, several alter another alt high-al action, processing all the causes of growth, feeding or related to al- a, towards articules to be divided into small joints; speak clearly of artistic ability, of a craft person or of what belongs or relative to an ar- a, towards rough asper, hard, awakened by anger aster star as-
a, verso - eaten in possession of a certain quality - eaten to make a certain act of quality to do something - state of creation or quality of - or belonging to- away , from a- not , no -noun-shaped a- verso, at the barr barrier bar bas low, short cal beauty cal hot, be hot cand be of brilliant singing, shine, be warm canonical rule, straight rod, cant sing standard can can dog head commod
suitable, convenient, desirable common commun, public, general celebration com, funny com- carefully in collaboration, together with concil join, conquer the skin of cond , put away deb must, should tenth décor suitable, graceful, correct to destroy, wipe out the loss demn, penalty, injury demonic spirit, divine power dem dur hard, hard du- two dyn power ec house ec- from -and
have a particular state temple, house enn year -ent be in a state or condition en- in , on -en fact of, relative -eous simile epi- on , over ep- around, near e- thoroughly and used for easy spelling and pronunciation fab talk facil, easily achievable, fac face, shallow fall trick, trick, be in family family mistake, familiar family group fam reputation fatig temple tired, tire fatu silly, silly, stupid
fat talk, talk, let's say fav like, gen support type, type, class germinal gem , embryo bear, carry, carry the bear gest bring ge terra gigant glomerat giant collected in a mass ball shape, icon image of the accumulated ice period, statue -ic come, of -ic one related to idio- own, personal, private idol image, similarity, form -id or related to id itself -ier what does something - sey make ign
products, carry on ig do, act ig- non-ile tending to do or be something -ion act, state, state, the result of doing something more - or more - the nature of ir becoming angry ir- not -ise to make you have a certain quality - ish to do something - ish of -ish shave, a little -ism action or process of doing something - ism set of beliefs - condition of ism - ism distinctive feature of language -
ism name of a certain system - state of itude or quality of - state or quality of which you go -ive or what does something - ize do or treat in a certain way -i- connective I go to launch jet, cast joc joke unite, attack, form a link journ related to the day, daily judge, one who gives an opinion jug giogo lect talk, read leg bind, choose leg gather, read law law -less lack letter letter of the
alphabet; light lev document, of little weight lex of words liber free lict left behind, abandoned, abandoned lic is allowed, you can lid strike, harm lieu place lig tie, tie log word, study, reason for a long time loqu talk, talk loy tie, tie link, link luct fight, fight against luc light, brightness, clarity lud play, makeup melior better mel blend, mix, mix mel song memor remembering male guilt ,
defect, lie mens act to measure, ascertain size nom name not- not standard square carpenter, model, non-expert standard, discovered not mark, signature nounc messenger, message, signal nov new desire opt, choose op eye op- a, verso, against wealth op, abundance or view, circle view order, line, series or talk -or state -ose full of , with state -osis; the process; condition -os
forms a noun oti leisure -ous full of, having pir attempt, pith pit attack, pit pity kernel, right conduct pi cleanse, make honest plac please, suit, be acceptable plaint mourn for, beat plais please quit rest, be still, stay calm qu who, what, that radic root rad ray ranc be rotten, smelly rap rip, grab, grab rar free knit , subtly spaced, ras scattered ras ras scratch think rav tear, grab, grab
governed rectum, drive, put right red- back, again reg rule, guide, remedi direct cure the distance of the sput point, area spect see, observe, look at the type of spec, form specifications see, look, observe hypers dispersion, besprinkle sper hope spic see, observe, watch, watch the breathing spir spit see , observe, watch, look beyond bright splendor, shining pledge, promised seed
of spor, a sow, a promised spous scattering, stand stant promised, stand still layer coverage, spread strictly pulled tight, confined string pull tight, tighten, confined structure built stru build, build stup become stunned, be amazed, be brainless suad make sweet, solicit -tic to a trial or state tim fear, be afraid tinct prick, quench ting touch, reach, influence tin hold titul label, title,
description tol lift, endure tribut divided, granted, given entangle credit tric, make trit difficulty rubbed, worn three- three troph nourishment, food trop turn, change truliccio thrust, push trunc trunk, trunc, trunc, cutting, dismembered brat pushed, pushed tum swell, disturbance, turmoil turb confusion, tumult, turg disorder be swollen tus beat, blunt, mortify the senses tut protect, see -
ure show actions or results -urnal active during a given period -us forms a noun that we use useful util, practical vac be empty vad go vag wander, wander, rove val be strong, be of vant value from first empty van , steam vap illusory, spoiled, various different dishes, various various vent bent var as ven salt word green verg vers movement turned into vey see, watch vibr shake,
quickly move back and forth vic instead of, change vid see, be careful see, perceive vig act, be lively vil say, base see, look, observe vit defect, defect viv vi road, way , vocat trip called, called on call voc wast desolate, laid waste written -y activity -y state or condition zeal rivalry anxious, ferocity a- → a, towards bat → to beat, beat and → used for spelling and pronunciation The
idea here is to beat towards or hammer towards the ground; so when something is beaten or pounded, it subsides or is reduced, even if it does not leave completely immediately. The Latin root lig and its variants li and ly mean tie. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of english vocabulary words, including ligament, reliable, and rely. The root lig is easily
recalled through the word obligation, for one obligation binds the other to do something. Read more Prefixes are key morphemes in English vocabulary that start words. A large number of English vocabulary words contain the prefix se-, which means apart. Examples that use this prefix include separate, secret, and select. An easy way to remember that the prefix if- means apart is
through the word safe, because when you feel safe you are apart from the worrying or undue care of something potentially worrying. Read more Latin root loqu and its variant locut mean talking. These roots are the origins of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including eloquent, talkative, elocution, and circumlocution. The loqu and locut roots are easily
invoked through the words soliloquy, or a speak for themselves, and interlocutor, or a person with whom you are talking or conversing. Read more The fort of the Latin root means strong. This Latin root is the origin word of a large number of words in English vocabulary, including effort, comfort, and forte. The radical fort is easily recalled via the strong word, since a fort is a strong
building built to withstand enemy attacks. Read more The Latin root sect Size. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including insect, dissect and intersect. The root sect is easily callable through the words section, because a section is a piece of a larger set. Read more The cult of the Latin root means growing up. This Latin root
is the origin word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including culture, cultivation and horticulture. The cult of roots is easily recalled through the word agriculture, because agriculture is the cultivation of plants through agriculture. Read more Latin root patr means father. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary,
including fatherhood, model and patron. The root patr is easily recalled through the patriotic word, since someone who acts patriotic is supporting his father's land. Read more The Latin root anim means mind or spirit. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including unanimous, animated and animosity. The root anim is easily
callable through the word animal, because an animal is a living and moving creature and therefore contains a spirit and a mind. Read more The Latin root matr means mother. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including matriarch, material, and matter. The root matr is easily recalled through the mother's word, for a woman
acting maternally is maternal. Read more The Latin root dur means hard. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of english vocabulary words, including endure, during and duration. The dur root is easily invoked through the word endure, because if you can stand a try, you are hard enough to withstand its challenges. Read more Latin root statistics and its stit
variant mean stands. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a large number of words in English vocabulary, including state, statue, constitution, and superstition. Radical statistics are easily invoked through the word firm or stationary, while stit can be called up through the institution, to do something like a stand organization by creating it. Read more The Latin root means go.
This Latin root is the word origin and therefore passes through a number of words in English vocabulary, including transit, ambition, and initials. The root is easily invoked via the word exit, which is the part of the building where you leave. Read more Latin root rupt means burst. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of English vocabulary words, including disrupt,
rupture, and interrupt. The root rupt is easily invoked via the word bankruptcy, because if you went bankrupt your bank account burst, paying its contents and leaving you without money! Read more Latin root temp means time. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including contemporary, temporary and the Latin phrase tempus
fugit. The temperature of the root is easily callable via the word time, like the time of a piece piece music is the timing of it, that is, if it goes at a fast or slow rhythm when played. Read more The Greek radical arch means rule. This Greek root is the origin word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including matriarch, patriarch and oligarchy. The radical arc is easily
recalled through the word anarchy, which is a period of time when there is no rule in a country. Read more The Latin root ag and its ig variant mean to do. These roots are the origins of the words of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including agent, agile, quarrelling and chastiseed. The ag and ig roots are easily recallable through the word agenda, or things to do,
and navigate, do or drive a ship. Read more Latin root act means do. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a large number of words in English vocabulary, including actor, action, and active. The act at its root is easily recalled through the word act, because an act is something that has been done. Read more The clarsi of the Latin root means pouring. This Latin root is the
origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including fusion, fusion, and confusion. The collarbone is easily remembered through the word refuses, because refusing to do something that you are asked is to pay the request directly to the person making the request! Read more The Latin root word err means wandering or making a mistake, which is a
wander from the correct answer. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a number of words in English vocabulary, including wandering and irregular. The main error is easily recalled via the word error, which is a wander from the right answer. Read more The Latin root word curr means run. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a number of english vocabulary words through
which it flows, including currency, cursor, and resume. The root curr is easily re-recalled through an ocean current, which runs on its own as it is surrounded by relatively still waters. Read more The latin root word work means work. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a working number of english vocabulary words, including collaborating, working itself, and processing. The
work at its root is easily recalled through the word laboratory, because that's where scientists do their job. Read more The prefix ob-, in addition to meaning against or towards, can also act as an intensive prefix. An intensive prefix can be effectively translated as accurately to highlight its emphatic function. The intensive nature of the prefix ob- is presented in words as and
obstinate. An example to help remember this intensive prefix is the word get, because when you get something you keep to the bottom of it. Read more The Latin root word rog means ask. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English, English, questioning, arrogant and prerogative. The root rog is easily referred to through the word question,
because a question mark is a question mark that asks a question, such as who, what, how, why or where. Read more Prefixes are key morphemes in English vocabulary that start words. The English prefix ob- usually means cons, in the way or verse. An example of ob- when it means verse is the word obligation, or a ligament of some duty to you; in the case of ob- which means
against or on the road, the word obstacle refers to what is against you, in the way of proceeding from point A to point B. Read other prefixes are key morphemes in English vocabulary that start words. The English prefix epi-, meaning over or upon, appears in a good number of english vocabulary words, such as epidermis and epitaph. You may remember that the prefix epi-
means on from the nominal epidemic, which is a widespread disease that comes on people; you can also remember that epi- means above through the word epidermis, which is the outer skin that is located above the lower layers of the skin. Read more The Latin root word spir means breathing. This root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary,
including inspiring, breathing and expiring. The root spir is easily recalled through the word sweat, that is, sweat in the act of breathing through the pores of the skin. Read more The Latin root word volv and its volut and volt variants mean rolling or spinning. These roots are the origins of the words of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including revolve, involve,
evolution, and revolt. The volv and volut roots are easily recallable through the words involved, or roll in, and revolution, or a roll back against a current government or other system in power. Read more The Latin root word posit means place. This Latin root is the origin of the word of a good number of words in English vocabulary, including opposite, composition, and posit itself.
The Latin root word posit is easily invoked through the location of the word, because a location is how you find your place. Read more The Latin root word voc and its vok variant both mean called. These roots are the origins of the words of a good number of english vocabulary words, including vowel, vocabulary, invoke, and provoke. The voc and vok roots are easily invoked
through the words vowel, call, and revocation, to invoke. Read more Prefixes are key morphemes in English vocabulary that start words. A good number of English vocabulary words contain the prefix dia-, which means across. Examples that use this prefix dialogue, diagonal and diabetes. An easy way to remember that the prefix dia- means across is through the diameter, for the
diameter of a circle is the measure through it. Find out more
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